Mrs Hoogie’s F-1

Last week the Foundation and Grade 1 students had a Possum Magic Picnic as part of an author study on Mem Fox! The kids helped prepare food from the book such as pumpkin scones, lamingtons and anzac biscuits. We travelled around the tables (Australian capital cities) eating the food and enjoyed trying magic tricks and playing games like ‘pin the tail on the possum’, ‘tail grab’ and ‘pass the parcel’.

We have been busy writing letters and posting them into ‘Mr Munching Mailbox’ and the kids have been using their useful word books, picture dictionaries and MIOOW word stars to help them with their writing. In science we worked with Mrs Schabel’s class to make boats using a range of materials and then tested them to see if they would float. The foundation students put on a puppet show and we wrote our spelling words with invisible ink!

In Mathematics we are learning about counting on and facts to ten. We can sing the ‘Friends to Ten’ song and have been playing card games to help with us with our automatic recall.